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RESUMO 

 

Fundamental para o alcance dos Objetivos do Desenvolvimento Sustentável de 2030, a temática 

da inclusão financeira tem sido alvo de esforços de legisladores, instituições e pesquisadores 

mundialmente. No entanto, dentre os inúmeros tópicos por ela abordados, a poupança surge 

como faceta ainda negligenciada. Este trabalho procurou contribuir para o progresso dos 

estudos em poupança para economias em desenvolvimento. Para isso, um modelo probit 

utilizando o critério de seleção de Heckman foi empregado a fim de determinar os fatores que 

afetam a prática de poupança e de poupança formal entre famílias pobres e extremamente 

pobres no Brasil, referindo-se especificamente a beneficiários do Programa Bolsa Família. 

Resultados denotam que incentivos exclusivamente econômicos se revelam insuficientes na 

promoção de maiores níveis de acesso e uso de tais produtos e serviços financeiros, apontando 

para a necessidade da concepção de políticas públicas devidamente articuladas e capazes de 

combater a exclusão por vias sociais e comportamentais. 

 

Palavras-chave: Poupança. Inclusão Financeira. Pobreza. 

  



 

 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

As a key enabler of the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals’ achievement, financial inclusion 

has drawn the attention of policymakers, institutions and researchers worldwide. However, one 

of the many topics covered by the term tends to be yet neglected: savings. This research has 

sought to contribute to the progress in studies on savings in developing economies. A probit 

model with Heckman’s selection approach was used in order to determine the factors affecting 

savings and formal savings among poor and extremely poor families in Brazil, specifically 

regarding Bolsa Família recipients. Main results point that economic incentives alone are 

insufficient to promote wider access and usage of financial products and services, claiming the 

necessity of developing well articulated public policies that tackle exclusion on both social and 

behavioral dimensions as well. 

 

Keywords: Savings. Financial Inclusion. Poverty. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

In spite of its modern conception as a multifaceted and multidimensional phenomenon, 

poverty mostly remains an income problem. In terms of development standards, income is used 

as the main comparative measurement between countries and regions to a significant extent 

(World Bank, 2018). Densely linked to individuals’ daily activities and present through the 

entire history of many developing economies, the notion of poverty itself has always been 

linked to income inequality and was largely affected by the political, social and economic 

situations of turmoil that went through the country in its past. For this reason, solutions to the 

poverty trap are necessarily connected to either the achievement of a per capita income growth 

among the poorer, or a more equitable distribution of the national income, given that the simple 

economic growth in aggregate terms has proven to be insufficient to eradicate it (Barros, 

Henriques & Mendonça, 2000; Lopes, 2008). 

Fundamentally important to a per capita income growth and the economic development, 

the topic of financial inclusion has been receiving increased prominence as an important 

instrument on mitigating poverty, representing a strong indirect ally to the achievement of the 

United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) especially when it comes to accessing 

health and education, gender equality and food security1. The World Bank defines financial 

inclusion as the availability of useful and accessible financial products and services that meet 

the general needs of families and businesses, delivered in a sustainable and responsible way. 

The Central Bank of Brazil (BCB) defines the term as “having access to financial services that 

fit one’s needs”, being a part of the broader term “financial citizenship” that also includes 

financial education, consumer protection and participation in the financial system (Brazil, 2018, 

p. 8). Thereby, the importance of ensuring such services to the more vulnerable groups becomes 

clearer as these individuals face greater obstacles in balancing their income flows with their 

respective consumption needs (Cámara & Tuesta, 2015). 

From the multiple perspectives pervading this term, it is possible to divide financial 

inclusion in three main domains: access, use and quality. Therefore, the full accomplishment of 

financial inclusion is not strictly conditioned to the elimination of market failures, but also to 

the moment when products and services supplied by financial institutions effectively match the 

needs of excluded individuals (Gonzalez & Deak, 2018; Roa, 2015). In spite of currently being 

 
1 Available at: <https://www.cgap.org/about/key-documents/cgap-strategic-directions-fy-2019-2023>. Access: 

apr. 2019. 
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a well-structured agenda, past studies have historically granted a greater focus on microcredit 

and its effects. This study covers the issue of savings among low-income families beyond 

microcredit, a fundamental yet neglected face of microfinance (Ashraf, Karlan & Yin, 2006; 

Goedecke et al., 2016). 

Bolsa Família, a conditional cash transfer (CCT) program and main exponent of social 

policies in the nation, was chosen for this study for being the largest and one of the most 

influential CCTs in the world2. Moreover, it has particular characteristics for public policy 

analyses (due to its original bottom-up conception and its intergovernmental 

operationalization), and for the economic theory (capital accumulation through savings is a 

premise for investment and further economic development), creating a unique case to be 

analyzed.  

A deeper examination of the literature leads to the perception of a lack of studies 

addressing the issues of access and use of formal savings mechanisms in Brazil, specifically 

regarding low-income individuals. Therefore, the main objective of this study is filling this gap 

through the estimation of the main savings determinants in formal institutions, seeking to 

answer the following question: ‘What are the factors driving the access and usage of savings 

and formal savings mechanisms among the Bolsa Família Program (BFP) recipients?’.  

This research contributes to the literature by shedding a light on the reality of Bolsa 

Família recipients and their financial practices, generating insightful results for the elaboration 

of stronger financial inclusion policies and products designed to attend the needs of low-income 

customers. The study fills an important gap in the intersection between conditional cash transfer 

programs and financial inclusion strategies, notoriously for Latin America, a region marked by 

plenty of social challenges facing an absence of studies regarding savings mechanisms. 

For this purpose, this study is presented as follows: savings and its main issues are 

covered in Section 2, where the processes regarding the BFP are also briefly introduced. Section 

3 presents the data and methodology used for the econometric estimation hereby employed, 

while the results are presented and discussed in Section 4. Section 5 brings a discussion on the 

possibilities of formulating new policies based on results found, as well as opportunities of 

integrating already existing policies with Bolsa Família recipients. At last, Section 6 discusses 

the main conclusions obtained by this research alongside with present limitations and 

opportunities for future researches.  

 
2 Available at: <https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/opinion/2013/11/04/bolsa-familia-Brazil-quiet-revolution>. 

Access: aug. 2019. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

The present section provides information on important concepts mentioned throughout 

this study, as well as other relevant researches for the field of savings among low-income 

households. This study is mainly founded on the theoretical framework of the Life-Cycle and 

Permanent Income Hypotheses3 with relaxed assumptions, as generally adopted by past 

literature for the selection of possible covariates and exposed below on applied researches. 

 

2.1 Income constraints and financial inclusion  

 

Unlike the usually expected savings pattern predicted by traditional models for developed 

economies, past studies have shown a much different reality faced by poor households. Deaton 

(1989) emphasizes these low-income families tend to be numerous and intergenerational, 

having to deal with a high level of uncertainty due to seasonality on income-generating 

activities, as well as facing scarce loan availability and saving in a high-frequency pattern. 

Armendáriz and Morduch (2010) reveal high-frequency savings are mostly linked to the priority 

given to short-term investments or immediate consumption smoothing. In addition, Prina 

(2015) and Collins et al. (2009) find that, despite common sense, poor households are willing 

to save for longer-terms and express wide dissatisfaction with the low-quality of available 

services, evidencing a rationed demand for financial products. 

These constraints reduce the ability of dealing with income shocks to few options, such 

as income smoothing to the detriment of consumption smoothing. Under loan and insurance 

availability, consumption smoothing tends to be the preferred strategy, occurring via 

borrowing, savings and labor-supply adjustments in response to eventual shocks. However, 

poor households tend to face restrictions on accessing financial products and services, thus 

adopting income smoothing strategies by either reducing or diversifying their income-

generating activity, usually relying on precautionary movements, thus becoming vulnerable to 

unforeseen shocks (Morduch, 1995). 

The vulnerabilities to which low-income agents are exposed relate to a situation where 

individuals have to deal with low levels of cash availability and high levels of uncertainty, being 

propelled to go without any resources (in most vulnerable situation). Moreover, they are often 

 
3 For a better understanding of the main concepts guiding both hypotheses, the reading of Ando and Modigliani 

(1963) and Friedman (1957) is strongly recommended.  
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pushed to sell semi-liquid assets in order to complement their income or rely on savings and 

credit to finance current expenditures. Due to such uncertainty, the asset management promoted 

by poor households heavily depends on a cash-flow smoothing strategy. In short, the main 

obstacles faced by poor households could be centralized in a “triple whammy”: low levels of 

income, highly irregular cash flows and lack of financial products and services designed to 

address these issues (Collins et al., 2009). 

Based on these challenges, public and private institutions willing to promote financial 

inclusion policies must not only consider access to financial services, but also both use and 

quality as well. Access might be defined as the availability of formal financial products and 

services, mostly defined as a function of supply factors and usually measured by the number of 

open transaction accounts in the country (Gonzalez & Deak, 2018). The main barriers for 

promoting better access are related to structural conditions, such as high transaction costs 

(partly linked to the lack of branches and correspondents in remote regions), uncertainty on 

returns over investments and information asymmetry (Gonzalez & Deak, 2018; Tuesta et al., 

2015; Roa, 2015). In spite of its relevance for higher levels of financial inclusion, granting 

access to low-income households is a necessary yet not sufficient condition for properly 

achieving the use of such services. 

Complementary to access, the usage dimension results from an interaction between 

supply and demand factors, being fundamental for purposes of cash-flow smoothing, optimal 

resource allocation and of productive investments (Tuesta et al., 2015). The usage issue in terms 

of inclusion emerge from the moment when individuals who are granted access to financial 

services do not use them majorly due to poor financial education, lack of income and savings, 

unemployment, lack of trust in financial institutions and other behavioral factors. Thus, the full 

achievement of financial inclusion initiatives is not strictly conditioned to overcoming market 

failures, but to the moment when products and services commercialized by banks match the 

needs of excluded individuals (Gonzalez & Deak, 2018; Roa, 2015). 

Quality accounts for the third pillar of financial inclusion, being useful for the impact 

assessment regarding the use of formal financial services over low-income consumer’s welfare. 

Despite mostly relying on demand-side factors, this is a difficult dimension to measure due to 

subjective criteria pervading its perception, as is the case for the level of satisfaction with a 

product. In order to be correctly studied, quality must be jointly analyzed with different 

methods, such as survey application and interviews for instance (Gonzalez & Deak, 2018). 
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Overall, the challenges faced by policymakers in promoting financial inclusion might be 

driven by either supply or demand issues. Beck and De la Torre (2007) argue that such barriers 

to inclusion are possibly linked to geographic, socio-economic and opportunity limitations. 

Authors identify supply-side insufficiencies to arise under high levels of transaction costs and 

systemic conditions: whereas high transaction costs might be explained by difficulties on 

achieving scale economies due to small monetary transaction values, a high level of market 

concentration around few financial institutions may create barriers to the entry of smaller 

newcomers in the industry. Thus, in order to stimulate the supply of inclusive financial services 

and products, policies should focus on growing the market size, improving ICT4 infrastructure 

and reducing agent’s insecurity. Demand-side barriers are the main factors behind the gap 

between potential and actual demand curves, and might be linked to economic and non-

economic reasons. Such elements are explored in detail below. 

 

2.2 Factors influencing savings among low-income families 

 

The relevance of the present issue for advances in terms of financial inclusion and the 

adequate treatment of inequality brings the need of listing the main results found by recent 

studies. From several methods applied to a series of distinct data, a wide variety of multifaceted 

elements related to the practice of formal or informal savings might be found. Gutter et al. 

(2012), Goedecke et al. (2016) and Breza and Chandrasekhar (2019) highlight the influence of 

non-economic factors like sociological and psychological over the saving behavior; from such 

perspective, authors argue intertemporal preferences to be the link between economic (agent’s 

utility) and psychological (impulsivity and impatience) concepts, and also attribute an 

important role to social capital (peer effects) over the use of formal financial services. 

Gutter et al. (2012) also reveal that education, gross income and net worth present 

statistical significance in explaining saving practices; financial information proved to be 

significant as well, evidencing potential benefits originated from financial education initiatives. 

Authors conclude that the economic facet is capable of explaining a good portion of the saving 

behavior, although sociological and psychological perspectives might offer important subsidies 

as well. Following a behavioral approach, Giannatale and Roa (2018) and Schaner (2018) show 

that interventions such as reminders, commitments, automatic subscriptions and temporary 

 
4 Infrastructure and Communication Technologies. 
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incentives are not only effective on achieving short-term goals, but they also unfold positive 

effects on long-term behavior. 

Under the mainstream approach regarding economic and demographic terms for the 

developing world, Abdelkhalek et al. (2010) verify that saving practices majorly rely on urban 

households — where the number of employed family members act as the main determinant for 

total income —, while years of study have a stronger influence on rural areas. Authors still 

observe that low-income families who have women as household heads tend to perform better 

on savings, evidencing gender could figure as a relevant factor. 

Similar results are obtained by Ashraf, Karlan and Yin (2006), who find significant effects 

from married borrowers and borrowers living at larger distances from bank branches 

(corroborating transaction costs hypothesis). Moreover, authors find evidences that younger 

and poorly educated women are more likely to take-up the service of deposit collectors, while 

men are not significantly affected by these same variables. Henager and Mauldin (2015) point 

to positive influences of financial planning, access to formal employment and non-white 

ethnicities over savings behavior, while income irregularity, resource constraints as well as the 

female gender all yield a negative pressure on savings. 

Conflicting results for the gender effect might be explained by two main reasons: risk 

aversion and financial literacy. In spite of presenting inconclusive results for loss aversion 

(Bouchouicha et al., 2019), women were found to be more risk averse (Limosani & Millemaci, 

2014) especially when dealing with extreme levels of income (Beckman et al., 2016). Such 

behavior is not only observed for financial operations, but also for other risky or unethical 

activities such as frauds and corruption both in public and private sector (Barnes & Beaulieu, 

2014; Hanousek, Shamshur & Tresl, 2019; Ho et al., 2015; Lenard et al., 2017). Although risk 

averse individuals tend to display better saving practices, financially illiterate agents are less 

likely to save (Gutter et al., 2012), a condition tipically faced by women (Lusardi & Mitchell, 

2008). Therefore, the overall gender effect is expected to depend on the magnitudes of these 

two opposite factors. 

Still in the scope of inclusion, an experiment conducted by Prina (2015) found a strong 

repressed demand for formal and suitable financial services, as long as the majority of 

participants opted for opening a savings account when offered, a great part of them making 

frequent use of these accounts in further moments. Thus, the supply of savings services and 

products at low take-up and maintenance costs prove to be essential on positively enabling 

consumption smoothing and the financial stability of low-income families. Kast and Pomeranz 
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(2013) corroborate these findings, showing that access to free savings accounts reduce the 

propensity of taking short-term loans, since credit and precautionary savings act as substitutes. 

Cole, Sampson and Zia (2011) showed that, although financial education might work as 

a good proxy of the demand for financial services, cost reduction via subsidies outperformed 

the former method by displaying a larger impact over the usage of accounts. Allen et al. (2016) 

have drawn similar conclusions by demonstrating that maintenance and opening fees for bank 

accounts reduce the probability of access to such product, while the existence of public policies 

stimulating savings via tax incentives and the promotion of branches or ATM penetration on 

the territory increases it, once again confirming the transaction costs hypothesis. Authors find 

greater probabilities of accessing bank accounts for higher-income, older, urban, schooled and 

employed individuals, who are married or divorced and trust financial institutions. The odds of 

using bank accounts for three or more times a month are also increased when governments 

choose to use banks as instruments for cash transfer programs, i.e., when benefits are transferred 

directly into the beneficiary’s personal account. 

In aggregate terms, Allen et al. (2016) demonstrate that only 41% of adults, on average, 

do have bank accounts in developing countries. Nevertheless, authors find a large disparity 

within the own group of developing economies, influenced by factors such as gender, years of 

study, place of residence (urban or rural), and age. On such topics, Iregui-Bohórquez et al. 

(2018) also observe income and education pose a strong influence on saving through formal 

accounts for both urban and rural households. Taking a closer look at Latin America, Cavallo, 

Frisancho and Karver (2016) verify that, in spite of representing a very small share of the 

population, high-income families are still responsible for the greatest share of private aggregate 

savings. A paradoxical scenario seems to emerge, since poor households in the region affirm to 

frequently save part of their incomes for diverse purposes (productive investments, health and 

education expenditures, and extra-income for retirement especially in the Brazilian case). 

Possible inferences are either that the amount saved by low-income families is barely 

incorporated into formal financial systems, depriving them from obtaining capital gains and 

from making long-term investments, or that inequality in the region is so high that savings by 

top-tier families in the wealth pyramid far outpaces the rest of the population. 
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2.3 CCTs and financial inclusion 

 

Present in many Latin American countries and other developing economies, conditional 

cash transfer (CCT) programs are defined by Adato and Hoddinott (2010) as targeted 

interventions to poor households, providing cash to beneficiaries as long as they comply with 

certain obligations, usually related to health and educational goals. Therefore, such programs 

aim to reduce short and long-term poverty by properly addressing structural vulnerabilities. 

Chiapa and Prina (2017) define three major transferring systems as cash, prepaid cards 

and savings accounts, the latter being responsible for the greatest reduction in transaction costs. 

Authors also point that promoting a combination between CCTs and the use of savings accounts 

via deposits could generate other positive results, as is the case for lowering corruption and 

allowing recipients to protect themselves against peer pressure. Financial institutions could 

benefit from such integration as well, since there would be a large number of new customers 

with a constant inflow of resources. 

Empirical evidence on well-established CCT programs show a series of opportunities to 

improve its integration with formal financial products. In spite of the complete access to bank 

accounts granted to beneficiaries of Mexico’s “Oportunidades”, Chiapa and Prina (2017) show 

that only 15% effectively have the opportunity to use them, due to the lack of financial 

infrastructure in remote areas. Moreover, only 12% of included beneficiaries use their formal 

account to save, showing that 88% of financially included recipients use their account 

exclusively to withdraw the benefit. Such evidence proves the need to stimulate usage alongside 

with access, creating opportunities to combine CCTs with financial literacy efforts in order to 

strengthen demand-side issues.  

Colombia launched in 2009 the “Plan de Bancarización”, a financial inclusion effort 

linked to its CCT program, “Familias en Acción”, in an attempt to stimulate the usage of 

financial services based on the provision of debit cards and savings accounts. Results point to 

a low level of interaction between both parts, mainly because interviewed families did not know 

about the savings accounts or did not sufficiently trust banks. Nevertheless, a higher use of 

formal credit was noticed among beneficiaries who received the benefit through magnetic cards, 

once again creating opportunities for financial literacy initiatives. Other Latin American 

experiences include the Peruvian “Juntos” incentives to save on free accounts, and the 

Ecuadorian strategy of allowing beneficiaries of social programs to use future transfers as 

collateral for microcredit (Maldonado & Tejerina, 2010; Samaniego & Tejerina, 2010). 
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During the last decade, Brazil has taken important steps towards implementing policies 

capable of tackling the financial exclusion challenge: it is the case of “Plano Progredir” and 

“Estratégia Nacional de Educação Financeira”, two of the federal government’s most prominent 

moves. 

“Plano Progredir” is a program instituted in 2017 by the federal government, coordinated 

by the current Ministry of Citizenship and aimed at attending the low-income population 

registered in CadÚnico. The program focus on providing better income and work conditions to 

poor families, as well as stimulating professional qualification initiatives, entrepreneurship via 

microcredit, and productive inclusion of the Brazilian labor force throughout states and 

municipalities. In order to achieve such goals, the program is run by an inter-ministerial 

managing group composed by five ministries, among which can be found the Ministry of 

Education and the Ministry of Economy (Brazil, 2017).  

The other renowned public initiative to address financial exclusion is ENEF, a multi-

sectoral effort conceived in 2010 to disseminate financial education in Brazil. It is ruled by 

CONEF, a national committee of financial education composed by members of the Central 

Bank, the ministries of Economy, Education and Justice, as well as other market authorities and 

civil society representatives (Brazil, 2010). The strategy is divided into sectoral and transverse 

actions, the latter with activities directed to promote financial education among elementary and 

high-school students as well as adults, with a special project to women recipients of Bolsa 

Família: the Future at Hand program. The program was conceived in response to the scarcity 

of available resources among women (90% of Bolsa Família recipients), as well as the strong 

demand for meeting immediate needs and the difficulty to make plans for longer terms. It is 

composed by a series of workshops ministered in multiple social care centers (CRAS) and a 

financial education process starting from small savings through family’s “piggy banks”. Future 

at Hand has delivered a 40% increase in savings (formal or informal) and a 53% increase in the 

amount saved by each family5. 

In spite of the existing programs, a gap connecting Brazilian CCTs to financial inclusion 

strategies is identified in the literature, becoming an important reason for selecting Bolsa 

Família recipients as the sample for this study. Bolsa Família is the world’s largest CCT 

program (Adato & Hoddinott, 2010), currently covering more than 13 million low-income 

families6. Moreover, according to Pero and Szerman (2010, p. 79): 

 
5 Available at: <http://www.vidaedinheiro.gov.br/programas-transversais/>. Access: nov. 2019. 
6 Available at: <http://mds.gov.br/area-de-imprensa/noticias/2019/julho/bolsa-familia-segue-ate-o-dia-31-o-

pagamento-do-beneficio>. Access: aug. 2019.  
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“Brazil is an interesting case not only because of the challenges that naturally arise in 

a country of such diversity and dimensions but also because the emergence of its social 

programs is a result of a learning process in social policy rather than a mere reflection 

of the neoliberal contour of the state. This is particularly evident in the intensity of the 

debate around social policy issues that took place in the 1990s.” 

 

Based on its widespread relevance both in terms of CCTs and for the Brazilian social 

policy agenda, the next subsection introduces the main issues concerning the program, such as 

its conception, formulation, the organizations held accountable for its implementation and for 

monitoring policy outcomes, in order to provide a better understanding of the data used in this 

study. 

 

2.4 The Bolsa Família Program 

 

The BFP was instituted in 2004 by the unification of different conditional cash transfer 

strategies existent in Brazil until then, all of them granting fixed and variable benefits with the 

objective of improving the lives of poor and extremely poor families (Brazil, 2004). Benefits to 

such households may be stratified into two segments: the basic benefit, granted exclusively to 

extremely poor families, and variable benefits, passive of accumulation and mostly granted to 

all families. Presently, the basic benefit is comprised by a fixed amount of R$89.00 granted to 

households where the per capita income does not surpass R$89.00. Variable benefits, on the 

other hand, comprise distinct values granted at different occasions as well7, starting from 

R$41.00. By July 2011, when the data used in this study was collected, benefits ranged from 

R$22.00 to R$242.00. Alongside with all specifications for accessing variable benefits, 

contemplated individuals must conform with all the requirements in order to receive financial 

aid, notoriously on attending to school and doctor appointments. 

Given the scenario of extreme income scarcity, Bolsa Família not only figures as an 

important ally on promoting access to public services for low-income households, but it is also 

an important enabler of capital accumulation and consumption smoothing. Aguila, Kapteyn and 

Perez-Arce (2017) observe a higher level of consumption smoothing for cash transfer programs 

with monthly payments when compared to their bimonthly counterparts. The smoothing 

 
7 Available at: <http://mds.gov.br/assuntos/bolsa-familia/o-que-e/beneficios/beneficios>. Access: apr. 2019. 
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behavior results in better conditions of access to health and food security, pointing that frequent 

inflows constitute an important factor for successful outcomes in policies like Bolsa Família. 

The government body held responsible for designing and monitoring the program is the 

“Secretaria Nacional de Renda e Cidadania” (SENARC), allocated in the Ministry of 

Citizenship, former Ministry of Social Development. SENARC is delegated to establish rules 

for its conduction, the value and conditions under which benefits are granted, its goals and the 

information exchanged with other government bodies, besides being responsible for 

periodically evaluating the program.  

The operationalization of Bolsa Família is controlled by “Caixa Econômica Federal”, a 

government-owned bank responsible for issuing magnetic cards used to withdraw the monthly 

benefit and for processing data stored in the “Cadastro Único” social system (Soares & Sátyro, 

2009). Caixa has a significant competitive advantage when compared to its private counterparts 

due to several reasons. First, it was originally conceived as multiple federal savings banks in 

1861 (later transformed into a single bank by 1970) which had their market share strongly 

increased after 1930, when a state-oriented agenda became the dominant paradigm for 

conducting the national economic policy. Moreover, the bank has been able to reach several 

underserved regions thanks to its economies of scale originated from an expressive number of 

branches and correspondents, as well as a monopoly over lotteries and the operationalization of 

many social policies, especially regarding housing credit (Mettenheim, 2006). 

Even after re-democratization and its efforts on conforming to the Basel guidelines during 

last decades, Caixa has been able to reinforce its core business as the federal government’s main 

partner in promoting popular credit and social policy transfers, strengthening its know-how and 

trust relationship on dealing with low-income households. Based on such integration, a strong 

opportunity for economies of scope emerges: promoting financial inclusion through the 

attachment of grant deposits to free transaction accounts and the creation of special product 

categories for Bolsa Família recipients, given the chances of invigorating the use of banking 

services as observed by Allen et al. (2016).  

 

2.5 Summarizing 

 

In general lines, results obtained by the studies mentioned above point to the existence of 

a strong repressed demand for formal mechanisms of savings, provided that the 

institutionalization of such service would grant a greater endurance against external shocks, 
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besides stimulating the development of better managing and consumption habits. Moreover, 

there is an expressive contribution of formal services for capital accumulation in the long run, 

lower levels of short-term borrowings, and for overcoming the subjection to abusive practices 

such as moneylending.  

Thus, available studies have presented a series of relevant variables for achieving the 

objectives proposed in this research: filling the gap between CCTs and financial inclusion 

through the estimation of the main access and usage determinants for savings among 

beneficiaries of the BFP. Recent literature evidences the influence not only of economic 

infrastructure, but also of social and behavioral components such as age, gender and civil status, 

access to education, income, peer pressure and other factors, leading to the perception that this 

issue must be addressed by multifocal strategies.  

Based on such conclusions and before advancing to Section 3, Table 1 summarizes the 

main assumptions derived from referenced studies, allowing to scrutinize available data and 

define the variables that are possibly affecting savings through both informal and formal 

mechanisms among Bolsa Família recipients. 

 

Table 1. Central Assumptions Based on Previous Literature. 

Assumption Description Authors 

𝑨𝟏 

Life-cycle factors such as age and 

age-squared perform a significant 

impact on savings, behaving as a 

concave function.  

Breza and Chandrasekhar (2019), 

Cole, Sampson and Zia (2011), 

Dupas and Robinson (2013a), 

Prina (2015), Schaner (2018).  

   

𝑨𝟐 

Gender disparity is significantly 

related to financial exclusion, 

privileging men over women. 

Henager and Mauldin (2015), 

Allen et al. (2016), Abdelkhalek et 

al. (2010). 

   

𝑨𝟑 

Education performs a significant 

and progressively positive effect on 

savings and formal savings. 

Gutter et al. (2012), Iregui-

Bohórquez et al. (2018), Dupas and 

Robinson (2013b), Goedecke et al. 

(2016), Schaner (2018). 

   

𝑨𝟒 

The higher the income, the higher 

the probability of using formal 

channels to save. 

Gutter et al. (2012), Henager and 

Mauldin (2015), Allen et al. 

(2016), Iregui-Bohórquez (2018).  
   

𝑨𝟓 

Social mechanisms such as peer 

pressure and one’s opinion on the 

importance of saving have a 

positive impact on formal savings. 

Goedecke et al. (2016), Breza and 

Chandrasekhar (2019), Gutter et al. 

(2012), Chiapa and Prina (2017). 

(Continues) 
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Assumption Description Authors 

𝑨𝟔 
Owning a fully-paid household has 

a significant effect on savings. 

Gutter et al. (2012), Henager and 

Mauldin (2015), Goedecke et al. 

(2016). 

   

𝑨𝟕 

Married individuals tend to 

perform better on the probabilities 

to save through formal 

mechanisms. 

Allen et al. (2016), Giannatale and 

Roa (2018), Dupas and Robinson 

(2013b), Lusardi (1998), Browning 

and Lusardi (1996), Fisher (2010). 

   

𝑨𝟖 Job formalization is important to 

promote formal savings. 

Allen et al. (2016), Athukorala and 

Tsai (2003), Henager and Mauldin 

(2015), Iregui-Bohórquez et al. 

(2018), Abdelkhalek et al. (2010). 

   

𝑨𝟗 

The higher the presence of bank 

branches, the higher the chances of 

having formal savings accounts. 

Chiapa and Prina (2017), Gonzalez 

and Deak (2018), Tuesta et al. 

(2015), Roa (2015), Allen et al. 

(2016). 
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3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

With the purpose of estimating the determinants of savings through formal mechanisms 

by beneficiaries of the BFP, the present section includes detailed information on datasets and 

econometric approaches hereby adopted. In line with other studies presented in the literature 

review, this research relies on the general hypothesis that both demand and supply side factors 

significantly affect capital accumulation among Bolsa Família recipients (especially regarding 

available income), although such factors are expected to differ between savings through formal 

and informal mechanisms. Moreover, supply side factors such as transaction costs are expected 

to impact formal savings to a larger extent, since agents would face greater time and income 

constraints to access bank branches and correspondents. 

 

3.1 Dataset and covariates 

 

In order to investigate the main factors influencing formal savings among beneficiaries 

of Bolsa Família, this study uses a series of microdata from a research conducted for the 

Brazilian “Cadastro Único” (CadÚnico)’s database. The research took place between 2010 and 

2011, and was divided into five separate parts:  

• Meetings withs financial inclusion specialists and former Ministry of Social 

Development’s representatives, in order to debate concepts and organize the 

discussion with focal groups; 

• Selection of focal groups in different-sized municipalities from all the five 

administrative regions in the country: Alto do Rodrigues (Northeast), Curuçá 

(North), Catalão (Central-West), Pinhais (South) and Campinas (Southeast); 

•  Elaboration of a questionnaire for the household head and another one for the 

spouse (when applicable), gathering information about respondents and their 

household; 

• Field research through interviews between January and July 2011, totalizing 

30,814 households from 265 municipalities. Collected data resulted in 8,216 

interviews referring exclusively to Bolsa Família recipients; 

• Elaboration of a financial education proposal to low-income households, designed 

by the Federal University of Minas Gerais (UFMG). 
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The questionnaire includes a set of 98 questions. Among other information, it is possible 

to find data about respondents and their households, the management of their budget, the usage 

of financial services and their degree of financial literacy. Besides the data provided by survey 

on CadÚnico registered families, another dataset was employed in order to gather more details 

on financial infrastructure for each municipality present in the sample. The number of bank 

branches by July 2011 was adopted as a proxy for access to financial institutions and their 

products. Such data was collected from the Central Bank of Brazil (BCB)’s “Monthly Bank 

Statistics by municipality (ESTBAN)” series and integrated with the first dataset by the 

municipality code. 

The datasets hereby employed introduce a series of relevant information for the 

estimation of a solid econometric model, given the many possible covariates selected from 

available data, displayed in Table 2 and mainly based on studies such as Allen et al. (2016), 

Cámara and Tuesta (2015), Gutter et al. (2012) and Iregui-Bohórquez et al. (2018). For this 

particular study, binary variables were coded as 1 for positive responses in general, except for 

gender, where male was coded as 0 and female as 1, and civil status, where couples who were 

married or living together were coded as 1 and 0 otherwise. Education was also collected as a 

categorical variable and ranged from 1 (illiterate) to 4 (high school graduate)8, where illiterate 

individuals were taken as base category.  

One additional variable was derived from Friedman’s permanent income hypothesis, 

based on the conception that only permanent income, and not its transitory component, should 

affect the trajectory of consumption (and thus savings) in the long run. Therefore, diff was 

calculated as the difference between monthly income from work and the benefit (proxies for 

unpredictable and predictable revenue, respectively)9, in order to test the adherence of 

Friedman’s hypothesis for this particular sample. 

 

Table 2. Description of Variables. 

Variable Description Coding 

Dependent variables   

formalsave Saves through formal mechanisms only (yes=1) Binary 

(Continues) 

 
8 The original dataset had a fifth category (university graduate) with only 78 observations. Due to its large 

incongruence with the population targeted by the program, such information was assumed to be a measurement 

error and thus disconsidered for the econometric model (Bound, Brown & Mathiowetz, 2001). 
9 For pbf, a restriction was imposed in order to control for outliers and possible measurement errors, since the grant 

should not be lower than R$22.00 or exceed R$242.00. An adjustment for income was also imposed in order to 

control for outliers, disconsidering the bottom 0.25% and top 99.75% of the distribution. 
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Variable Description Coding 

save Saves through formal or informal mechanisms (yes=1) Binary 

   

Fin. inclusion variables   

income Monthly income from work Continuous 

pbf Bolsa Família benefit net value Continuous 

diff Difference between income and pbf Continuous 

inss Contributes to INSS or Funrural (yes=1) Binary 

account Someone in the household owns a bank account (yes=1) Binary 

branch Branches per 100,000 inhabitants Continuous 

relative Someone else in the household saves formally (yes=1) Binary 

opinion Thinks it is important to save (yes=1) Binary 

   

Control variables   

gender Respondent’s gender (female=1) Binary 

age Respondent’s age Continuous 

education Years of study Categorical  

1. illiterate   

2. up to 5 th grade   

3. 6 th to 9th   

4. 10th to 12th   

civil Respondent’s civil status (married/living together=1) Binary 

household Household ownership (yes/fully paid=1) Binary 

Source: Ministry of Citizenship (2011) and Central Bank of Brazil (2011). 

 

3.2 Econometric approach 

 

Following the usually adopted strategy for studies in financial inclusion and specifically 

on savings, a Heckman probit approach was chosen to estimate the factors influencing savings 

in formal institutions among beneficiaries of Bolsa Família. The main variable of interest, 

formalsave, results in either 0 (does not use formal channels to save) or 1 (does use formal 

channels to save), while the independent variables may be continuous or categorical (Cameron 

& Trivedi, 2005).  

Therefore, based on Allen et al. (2016), the estimated model should conform to the 

following pattern: 

 

𝑦1𝑗 = 𝑥1𝑗
′ 𝛽 + 𝑧1𝑗

′ 𝛾 + 𝜀1𝑗 = {
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑦1𝑗

∗ > 0,

0 𝑖𝑓 𝑦1𝑗
∗ ≤ 0

 (3.2.1) 
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The estimation of a single probit model for formal savings may cause a biased analysis 

of the results, for it might be considered that an individual who does not use formal mechanisms 

to save simply does not save at all. If such assumption is taken for granted, the fact that other 

beneficiaries present in the sample may actually save, but using informal mechanisms would 

be wrongfully ignored. This problem could be directly addressed by using a selection strategy. 

Therefore, one first probit model with save as the dependent variable is estimated, in order to 

capture the effect of selected covariates on the probability of saving or not (through either 

formal or informal mechanisms). After estimating the first probit model, the estimation of a 

second probit model is conducted, seeking to capture the influence of the regressors exclusively 

on the probability of saving through formal mechanisms, i.e., having formalsave as dependent 

variable. This should solve the problem by mitigating the risks of making a biased analysis from 

inaccurate results. Thus, assuming the data on formal savings is not missing randomly, a 

formalization of such strategy could be presented as indicated by Heckman (1979): 

 

𝐸(𝑈1𝑖|𝑋1𝑖, 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) = 𝐸(𝑈1𝑖|𝑋1𝑖, 𝑌2𝑖 ≥ 0) = 𝐸(𝑈1𝑖|𝑋1𝑖, 𝑈2𝑖 ≥ −𝑋2𝑖𝛽2) (3.2.2) 

 

where 𝑈 accounts for the error term. In the case of dependence between the error terms, the 

regression outcome is defined as: 

 

𝐸(𝑌1𝑖|𝑋1𝑖, 𝑌2𝑖 ≥ 0) = 𝑋1𝑖𝛽1 + 𝐸(𝑈1𝑖|𝑈2𝑖 ≥ −𝑋2𝑖𝛽2) (3.2.3) 

 

meaning that the conditional average of the dependent variable 𝑌1𝑖 is defined by the sum of its 

own regressors and its average error term conditioned to a positive outcome for the sample 

selection rule.  

Based on this problem, a Heckman selection strategy with robust standard errors is 

adopted for the probit models. The variable opinion (takes the value 1 if respondent affirms 

saving is an important activity) is set as the exclusion restriction, since the relevance attributed 

to savings should directly impact its practice, but there is no reason to consider it would 

necessarily be made through formal mechanisms. Heckman strategies assume the selection is 

not random, i.e., the error terms of both models shall be correlated: an individual only saves 

through formal methods if he or she saves at all. A similar approach is taken by Allen et al. 

(2016), who estimate a probit model in order to find the determinants of owning a transaction 

account and a second one to discover the determinants of using that same account to save. 

Following this same pattern, formalsave should be equal to 1 if and only if save is not equal to 
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0. In case the test for error correlation fails to reject the null hypothesis, the estimation of a 

bivariate probit model is indicated. Bivariate probits estimate two-equation probit models 

through maximum-likelihood, with no exclusion restriction such as the Heckman selection 

model. In case the test for error correlation fails as well, the estimation of two separate probit 

models shall be conducted. 

It is also important to account for potential risks of endogeneity. On the one hand, sample 

selection bias is already taken into consideration by Heckman selection strategy; on the other 

hand, omitted variable bias and reverse causality might be corrected by the introduction of 

control or instrumental variables. Defining an instrumental variable is not a simple task, since 

its variation should be somehow linked to the variation of the endogenous regressor and, at the 

same time, should not be linked to variations in the error term, thus not affecting the dependent 

variable. 

Considering the covariates displayed on Table 2, a typical endogeneity issue could be 

expected from the relation between income and savings, given that it would not be clear whether 

higher income causes higher savings or higher savings are responsible for higher income. 

Nevertheless, such interaction should not be a main issue here due to a specification: income 

only considers monthly monetary income from work. Thus, although oscillations in such 

regressor should be expected to affect savings rates, the same could not be told for the causality 

of savings over monthly income, since the latter does not consider interest yields.  
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

This section brings details on an average profile of the 8,216 respondents, as well as an 

initial descriptive analysis based on summary statistics alongside with relevant information 

present in BCB’s dataset. Further inquiries shall include the results for the econometric model, 

as well as in-depth discussions about its main outcomes and the confirmation (or not) of the 

central hypotheses considered for this study, applied to the Brazilian reality. 

 

4.1 Descriptive statistics and preliminary results 

 

After selecting the independent variables based on covariates used by past literature, a 

summary statistics of the data used in the econometric model is presented. Categorical variables 

include formalsave, save, gender, education, inss, account, civil, relative and opinion, while 

age, income, pbf and branch figure as continuous. Therefore, after looking at the descriptive 

statistics, it is possible to infer that an average respondent would be a 39 year-old female who 

lives with her companion in a rented house with an income of R$340.44, receiving R$102.69 

as Bolsa Família benefit. The average respondent attended school up to the fifth grade and does 

not contribute to INSS (national social security benefit), does not have a simple or normal 

transaction account, does not formally or informally save and neither does any other relative in 

the household, despite having a positive view on savings. Results are presented in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Summary Statistics of Dependent and Independent Variables. 

Variable Obs. Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. 

formalsave 8,216 0.1038 0.3050 0 1 

save 8,216 0.1482 0.3554 0 1 

gender 8,216 0.9255 0.2626 0 1 

age 8,210 39.2721 10.6094 18 101 

education 8,138 2.6784 0.9183 1 4 

illiterate 8,138 0.0995 0.2994 0 1 

up  to 5th grade 8,138 0.3354 0.4722 0 1 

6th  to 9th grade 8,138 0.3520 0.4776 0 1 

10th  to 12th grade 8,138 0.2129 0.4094 0 1 

civil 8,216 0.6298 0.4828 0 1 

household 8,187 0.5749 0.4944 0 1 

income 3,485 340.4393 215.0015 22 1800 

pbf 8,110 96.2373 38.4010 22 236 

(Continues) 
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Variable Obs. Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. 

diff 3,439 245.3428 222.1415 -168 1700 

inss 8,147 0.1548 0.3617 0 1 

account 8,191 0.3728 0.4836 0 1 

branch 8,216 9.4526 7.0760 0 39.3778 

relative 8,177 0.0690 0.2534 0 1 

opinion 8,173 0.9078 0.2892 0 1 

 

After examining average responses, it is possible to promote a deeper analysis on some 

variables of interest thanks to the survey applied, which brings details on information like 

savings, account ownerships and financial education. Among the beneficiaries of Bolsa 

Família, for example, the survey reveals 85% of them on average do not save, while only 10% 

save in banks. This similar pattern of low formalization is generally found among their spouses 

as well. 

In spite of usually having a positive opinion on savings, the fact that almost 85% of 

respondents do not save might be partially explained by their strong income restrictions. When 

asked about their choices whenever there is any money left, 71% affirm this situation never 

happens, while almost 16% use it to buy food and other personal basic items such as clothes 

and shoes. Moreover, respondents also demonstrate a strong vulnerability to shocks: although 

not frequent (except for unemployment, which affected roughly 36% of them in the last twelve 

months), all shocks were unexpected and affected income in a negative way. These results 

reinforce the need of extending financial inclusion to such families, in order to increase 

protection against adverse events. 

Regarding transaction accounts, which could be the simplest way to access formal 

mechanisms of saving, all the different modalities present similar results: on the one hand there 

is a modality of simple accounts grouping Caixa Fácil (a no-fee account created by Caixa 

Econômica Federal for customers who have an income ranging from R$50 to R$2,00010), salary 

accounts, and simplified accounts. On the other hand, regular transaction accounts represent the 

common modality as used by the majority of middle-income individuals. In spite of a higher 

penetration of transaction accounts service when compared to its savings counterparts, evidence 

shows that 63% and 77% of interviewed beneficiaries do not access this service, respectively. 

Among the main reasons for not owning a regular account, almost half of the respondents 

affirm lack of money or deposit requirements to be a reason, while almost 21% do not think 

they need it and almost 12% think the fees charged are too high to afford. Lack of money and 

 
10 Available at: <http://www.caixa.gov.br/voce/contas/conta-facil/Paginas/default.aspx>. Access: jun. 2019. 
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unaffordable fees were also indicated by Iregui-Bohórquez (2018) and Chiapa and Prina (2017) 

as two large obstacles to formal savings in Colombia and Mexico respectively, both upper 

middle-income economies facing similar challenges to those present in Brazil, thus possibly 

indicating such factors to be a common barrier against achieving financial inclusion in Latin 

American economies. 

Finally, when it comes to topics the respondents are interested in learning, savings come 

with the second largest percentage of interest at more than 80%, slightly behind 

entrepreneurship at 81%. Savings are also the second least rejected topic at 17%, again only 

behind entrepreneurship at 16%. Such evidence might present a repressed demand for 

appropriately accessing and using financial services, making a way for public and private 

entities to 

 

4.2 Results validation and discussion 

 

After estimating the probit model using the suggested Heckman selection strategy with 

robust standard errors, the LR test of independent equations successfully rejected the null 

hypothesis at a 5% significance level (chi-squared value = 4.51). Nevertheless, a seemingly 

unrelated bivariate probit and two separate probit models for save and formalsave were also 

run, in order to compare all possible outcomes. The coefficients of all three models are 

displayed in Table 4 for savings, as well as their robust standard errors and significance degree. 

 

Table 4. Beta Coefficients of the Regression for Savings. 

 (1) (2) (3) 

 Heckman Bivariate Probit 

save    

gender -0.002 -0.001 -0.000 

 (0.096) (0.095) (0.096) 

    

log(age) -0.192 -0.210 -0.191 

 (0.141) (0.139) (0.141) 

education    

up to 5th grade 0.096 0.112 0.094 

 (0.152) (0.149) (0.153) 

    

6th to 9th grade 0.131 0.143 0.129 

 (0.153) (0.150) (0.153) 

 

10th to 12th grade 

 

0.329** 

 

0.339** 

 

0.327** 

 (0.157) (0.154) (0.157) 

    

log(income) 0.362** 0.373** 0.364** 

(Continues) 
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 (1) (2) (3) 

 Heckman Bivariate Probit 

 (0.159) (0.159) (0.159) 

    

log(pbf) -0.037 -0.040 -0.037 

 (0.063) (0.063) (0.063) 

    

log(diff) -0.126 -0.129 -0.127 

 (0.086) (0.086) (0.086) 

    

inss 0.026 0.020 0.024 

 (0.072) (0.072) (0.072) 

    

account 0.194*** 0.203*** 0.194*** 

 (0.061) (0.061) (0.061) 

    

log(branch) 0.025 0.036 0.025 

 (0.054) (0.054) (0.054) 

 

civil -0.065 -0.071 -0.064 

 (0.061) (0.061) (0.061) 

    

relative 0.714*** 0.724*** 0.715*** 

 (0.105) (0.106) (0.105) 

    

household 0.058 0.042 0.058 

 (0.060) (0.060) (0.060) 

    

opinion 0.562*** 0.179*** 0.555*** 

 (0.155) (0.050) (0.161) 

    

constant -2.396*** -2.030 ** -2.398*** 

 (0.815) (0.791) (0.817) 

Note: Robust S.E. in parentheses. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. 

 

A preliminary analysis of the coefficients in the Heckman selection model (1) shows a 

positive and significant impact over savings for higher degrees of education, income, bank 

account ownership, the presence of relatives saving and the individual’s opinion on the 

relevance of saving11. Gender and age did not prove to be significant for this particular sample, 

as it would be expected by the life-cycle hypothesis and conducted studies so far. Moreover, 

the difference between predictable and unpredictable income did not prove to be capable of 

affecting savings in a significant way, not allowing any conclusion on the permanent income 

hypothesis for Bolsa Família recipients. The results for models (2) and (3) also show 

significance for the same covariates with the same signs, confirming the model’s accuracy in 

explaining the effects observed on both dependent variables. 

 
11 As suggested, an interaction term between an individual’s opinion on savings, income and the difference between 

predictable and unpredictable revenue was tested. The term was not included in the model due to failure in 

achieving any statistical significance. 
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The results for formal savings in Table 5 demonstrate similar patterns to those verified 

above. Higher degrees of education, account ownership and the presence of financially included 

relatives proved to impact the practice of saving through formal mechanisms in a positive way. 

A significant impact of the contribution to social security (INSS) is also noticed for models (1) 

and (2), allowing the inference that factors such as job formalization significantly affect the 

outcome variable. Results for civil status were only significant in model (3), while income did 

not present any significance for formal savings. Thus, it might be inferred that, at first, the 

savings behavior is directly affected by income, but the access to formal mechanisms is mostly 

associated with other elements, such as access to the formal job market, peer pressure and 

previous contact with financial institutions (via transaction accounts ownership). 

 

Table 5. Beta Coefficients of the Regression for Formal Savings. 

 (1) (2) (3) 

 Heckman Bivariate Probit 

formalsave    

gender 0.129 0.107 0.071 

 (0.146) (0.106) (0.105) 

    

log(age) -0.010 -0.116 -0.125 

 (0.231) (0.152) (0.152) 

    

education    

up to 5th grade 0.049 0.056 0.060 

 (0.224) (0.156) (0.169) 

    

6th to 9th grade 0.202 0.161 0.143 

 (0.222) (0.155) (0.168) 

    

10th to 12th grade 0.435* 0.368** 0.360** 

 (0.229) (0.159) (0.172) 

    

    

log(income) 0.268 0.324* 0.299* 

 (0.226) (0.169) (0.172) 

    

log(pbf) -0.036 -0.034 -0.033 

 (0.089) (0.068) (0.068) 

    

log(diff) -0.119 -0.127 -0.111 

 (0.120) (0.092) (0.092) 

    

inss 0.253* 0.141* 0.125 

 (0.130) (0.082) (0.078) 

    

account 0.325*** 0.248*** 0.269*** 

 (0.099) (0.069) (0.066) 

    

log(branch) -0.076 -0.007 0.002 

 (0.084) (0.056) (0.057) 

(Continues) 
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 (1) (2) (3) 

 Heckman Bivariate Probit 

civil -0.153 -0.099 -0.114* 

 (0.097) (0.066) (0.066) 

    

relative 0.906*** 0.811*** 0.819*** 

 (0.154) (0.110) (0.108) 

    

household 0.044 0.055 0.024 

 (0.088) (0.066) (0.065) 

    

constant -2.025* -2.219*** -2.102** 

 (1.133) (0.809) (0.861) 

Note: Robust S.E. in parentheses. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. 

 

The average marginal effects in Table 6 present the impact of each covariate on the 

outcome variables, i.e., save and formalsave for the Heckman selection probit models. Results 

show that studying from 10th to 12th grade (equivalent to high school) increases the chances of 

saving by 8.2%. A marginal increase in income also increases the probability of saving by 9.1%, 

while the fact of owning an account and having a relative saving in the household increases 

such probabilities by 4.8% and 17.9% respectively. At last, results point that a positive belief 

towards the relevance of saving increases the chances of practicing it by 14.1%. 

On the other hand, savings through formal channels are impacted by these same factors 

in different magnitudes, except for income. The effect of education is even wider for formal 

savings, where individuals who have graduated from high school get their chances increased 

by 10.9%. Moreover, the ownership of a bank account increases these probabilities by 8.1%, 

while the presence of a relative saving in the household increases the propensity to save 

formally by 22.5%. Besides having a statistically significant coefficient, the marginal effect of 

contributing to social security via INSS could not be verified. Thus, it is assumed that job 

formalization has indeed a significant and positive effect on formal savings, although its impact 

was not precisely measurable for this particular sample.  

 

Table 6. Average Marginal Effects for Savings and Formal Savings in the Heckman Model. 

 (1) (2) 

 formalsave save 

gender 0.032 -0.001 

 (0.039) (0.024) 

   

log(age) -0.002 -0.048 

 (0.057) (0.035) 

education   

up to 5th grade 0.104 0.022 

 (0.046) (0.033) 

(Continues) 
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 (1) (2) 

 formalsave save 

6th to 9th grade 0.046 0.030 

 (0.049) (0.033) 

   

 

10th to 12th grade 0.109* 0.082** 

 (0.060) (0.035) 

   

   

log(income) 0.066 0.091** 

 (0.053) (0.039) 

   

log(pbf) -0.009 -0.001 

 (0.022) (0.016) 

   

log(diff) -0.029 -0.031 

 (0.029) (0.021) 

   

inss 0.063 0.006 

 (0.043) (0.018) 

   

account 0.081** 0.048*** 

 (0.037) (0.015) 

   

log(branch) -0.019 0.006 

 (0.023) (0.013) 

   

civil -0.037 -0.016 

 (0.028) (0.015) 

   

relative 0.225*** 0.179*** 

 (0.071) (0.025) 

   

household 0.011 0.014 

 (0.021) (0.038) 

   

opinion  0.141*** 

  (0.038) 

Note: S.E. in parentheses. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 

 

In general lines, results point to the influence of factors related to education, income, 

access to financial products, job formalization (through social security contributions) and 

behavioral characteristics. The model reveals that Bolsa Família recipients who have a relative 

saving in the same household are positively affected in 17.9% for savings and 22.5% for formal 

savings, congruent to Breza and Chandrasekhar (2019) who show that an individual is 

stimulated to save whenever there is someone close acting as a “monitor”. Goedecke et al. 

(2016) also show that social capital is capable of affecting the access to specific mechanisms 

of savings. This result might be explained to some extent by social pressure to save: just as 

undersaving is motivated by the urge to support friends and relatives, a positive effect may arise 

from beneficiaries surrounded by peers who already have the habit of saving through formal or 
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informal means. Besides that, behavioral factors have already proven to be important through 

successful group schemes and mechanisms of high-frequency deposits in achieving higher 

levels of savings (Dupas & Robinson, 2013b). 

Similar results for education were found by Iregui-Bohórquez et al. (2018) and Allen et 

al. (2016), who stated that individuals with tertiary education had twice the probability of 

owning an account (and equally likely to use this account to save) when compared to individuals 

with primary education. Education might be positively correlated to topics such as financial 

literacy and the ability to plan for longer terms, thus increasing an individual’s propensity not 

only to access formal financial services but also to frequently use them. Moreover, higher 

degrees of education have a series of positive effects on other control variables, such as income 

via better employment opportunities (Henager & Mauldin, 2015). 

Allen et al. (2016) also evidence the same pattern obtained by this sample results: owning 

a bank account has a positive outcome on chances of saving through formal mechanisms. Such 

pattern might be linked to the fact that financial institutions tend to offer a series of products at 

once, such as the possibility of opening both transaction and savings accounts. The positive 

effect of a bank account ownership over formal savings is an evidence itself that financial 

inclusion policies are crucial to achieve higher rates of savings, therefore promoting better 

conditions to overcome extreme poverty. 

Against the evidence in other empirical studies, no significant effect was noticed for 

single or married individuals. For the particular civil status variable, literature shows ambiguous 

effects of marriage over financial inclusion: Iregui-Bohórquez et al. (2018) find a negative 

correlation between married individuals and savings, while Baek and Hong (2004) also promote 

the inference that this correlation should be negative, since married respondents tend to get 

overindebted, especially those with children. However, a positive correlation is obtained by 

Allen et al. (2016), Giannatale and Roa (2018) and Lusardi (1998). Moreover, Browning and 

Lusardi (1996) and Fisher (2010) evidence such positive correlation is greater for couples who 

do not have any children. 

Moreover, contributions to social security might be linked to savings via job 

formalization, since employed individuals tend to face compulsory discounts for INSS, also 

tending to receive their wages through deposits in bank accounts. Another possibility is that 

social security payments stimulate individuals to increase savings in an attempt to supplement 

retirement’s income, as Cavallo and Serebrisky (2016) proved to be the case for many low-

income Brazilian households. 
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In order to verify whether the hypotheses presented in Section 2 were confirmed by this 

study, arguments of Table 1 are resumption below in Table 7. Empirical results covered the 

majority of assumptions made, either leading to their confirmation or refusal for this particular 

sample. 

 

Table 7. Assumptions Validation for Bolsa Família Recipients. 

Assumptions Description Confirmation 

𝑨𝟏 

Life-cycle factors such as age and 

age-squared perform a significant 

impact on savings, behaving as a 

concave function.  

Not confirmed. 

   

𝑨𝟐 

Gender disparity is significantly 

related to financial exclusion, 

privileging men over women. 

Not confirmed. 

   

𝑨𝟑 

Education performs a significant 

and progressively positive effect on 

savings and formal savings. 

Confirmed. 

   

𝑨𝟒 

The higher the income, the higher 

the probability of using formal 

channels to save. 

Not confirmed for formal savings.  

   

𝑨𝟓 

Social mechanisms such as peer 

pressure and one’s opinion on the 

importance of saving have a 

positive impact on formal savings. 

Confirmed. 

   

𝑨𝟔 
Owning a fully-paid household has 

a significant effect on savings. 
Not confirmed. 

   

𝑨𝟕 

Married individuals tend to 

perform better on the probabilities 

to save through formal 

mechanisms. 

Not confirmed. 

   

𝑨𝟖 
Job formalization is important to 

promote formal savings. 
Confirmed. 

   

𝑨𝟗 

The higher the presence of bank 

branches, the higher the chances of 

having formal savings accounts. 

Not confirmed. 
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5 POLICY IMPLICATIONS  

 

Based on results obtained by the Heckman model, many opportunities arise for promoting 

public policies specifically targeting significant variables, alongside with structural reforms in 

financial services towards a more inclusive banking system. From the public policy perspective, 

such opportunities might already exist in other government programs and could figure as an 

avail to inter-sectoral and transverse policy initiatives, or could be formulated and implemented 

“from the ground”. For this matter, an inter-sectoral approach is here considered as an 

articulation of different knowledge and perspectives from public and private organizations in 

order to address complex public issues, such as poverty and other social challenges (Bronzo, 

2007; Cruz & Farah, 2016; Cunill-Grau, 2014). Under the concept of intersectoriality, some 

existing programs arise as potential contributions to the eradication of financial exclusion, 

inasmuch as they are able to articulate different areas at once, as is the case for “Plano 

Progredir” and “Estratégia Nacional de Educação Financeira (ENEF)”, mentioned in Section 2. 

In a primary approach, the scope of “Plano Progredir” proves to be in line with results 

found in this study through its capacity to foster positive effects of higher income and job 

formalization on savings among Bolsa Família recipients. Possibilities rely on the expansion 

and better integration of such program with Bolsa Família, improving it by granting low-income 

families the chance to leave Bolsa Família in shorter terms by overcoming poverty. Moreover, 

ENEF is capable of indirectly stimulating savings through education and social capital, since 

higher degrees of instruction are expected to be associated with financial literacy and awareness 

strategies like Future at Hand proved to be efficient not only at improving the access to financial 

services, but also at stimulating their effective use through positive spillover effects towards 

one’s social group. 

In addition, some important steps taken by the government are expected to bring positive 

returns on the probability of saving among poor households, based on results advocating the 

relevance of higher income for such practice. By the time this research is written, the federal 

government has recently announced a “Christmas allowance”, i.e., an additional payment for 

all beneficiaries by every December (Brazil, 2019). The Brazilian Chamber of Deputies has 

recently announced a legislative agenda for social development as well, willing to promote a 

series of improvements on policies addressing poverty and development issues. Among the 

strategies in multiple fronts, congressmen presented a bill to change Bolsa Família’s system of 

benefits, introducing a more inclusive criteria for extreme poverty and poverty (from R$89.00 
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to R$100.00 and from R$178.00 to R$200.00, respectively), along with substituting the fixed 

benefit for special categories of variable benefits aimed at early childhood, adolescence and 

overcoming extreme poverty (Brazil, 2019). Such proposed adjustments would be allied to the 

assurance of monetary correction, potentially promoting positive spillover effects towards 

savings via available income and education: a limitless benefit per family might reduce child 

labor and grant children the possibility to have an appropriate access to education and further 

promoting savings in the future. 

Nevertheless, evidence suggests an important factor still needs to be properly addressed: 

the behavioral component. Exhaustive literature has already shown the effectiveness of nudges 

and signposts in public policies, generally defined as strategies of influencing the individual 

cognitive process in order to promote behavioral changes in some direction desired by 

governments or individuals (Camilleri et al., 2019). Nudges have a successful record of 

affecting consumption and investment decision-taking (Jachimowicz et al., 2019; Johnson et 

al., 2012; Jung & Mellers, 2016), especially among savings (Camilleri et al., 2019; Dobrescu 

et al., 2018). 

For the matter of policy implications, policymakers seeking to improve financial 

inclusion might benefit from the behavioral component through the establishment of a choice 

architecture based on endorsement, ease and endowment (Camilleri et al., 2019). These three 

different channels are expected to trigger savings among Bolsa Família recipients if pre-selected 

standards are either believed to come from a trustworthy institution, or to not be easily changed, 

or if they are perceived as a reflection of the status quo (Jachimowicz et al., 2019; McKenzie, 

Liersch & Finkelstein, 2006). 

An opportunity of strengthening the practice of formal savings emerges from the 

mechanisms used to grant the Bolsa Família benefit, currently withdrawn in cash through 

magnetic cards issued by Caixa. In 2012, Caixa started to offer “Poupança Caixa Fácil”12, a 

special category for popular savings accounts, linked to Bolsa Família in March 2016. 

Recipients were then granted the choice to automatically receive the benefit as savings deposits, 

as well as owning a debit card for consumption and being able to make partial cash withdraws 

(Brazil, 2015). No studies were yet published on the impact assessment of such strategy, 

although an increase in the rate of formal savings among low-income households could be 

 
12Available at: <http://www.caixa.gov.br/voce/poupanca-e-investimentos/poupanca-caixa-

facil/Paginas/default.aspx>. Access: dec. 2019. 
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easily boosted by a switch in its design: policymakers could make savings deposits the standard 

way the benefit is granted, whereas cash withdrawing could figure as the alternative option.  

Evidence already proves that changes in the choice architecture tend to be sticky, i.e., 

individuals are generally prone to remain with the default option (Dobrescu et al., 2018). 

Government officials might nudge Bolsa Família recipients into sticking with a new default by 

using Caixa as the main endorser for this decision-making, since poor Brazilian families are 

well acquainted with the bank. If this policy manages to be successfully achieved, the peer 

pressure mechanism is expected to spread out its positive effects to a significant extent. 

However, despite generating many opportunities to improve the practice of savings and 

formal savings among such beneficiaries, the strategies hereby introduced and discussed might 

not be easily implemented. This is mainly due to electoral cycles and government officials’ 

propensity to focus on macroeconomic variables such as inflation, unemployment and 

economic growth as they intend to increase the odds of re-election. In other words, what is at 

stake is an intertemporal choice which tends to be biased towards favoring the present against 

the future, thus leading to suboptimal levels of social investment, as remarkably explored in 

Nordhaus (1975). The Brazilian experience proved to be in line with such trends, displaying 

electorally induced monetary and fiscal cycles after its re-democratization (Hiroi, 2008). 

Therefore, challenges rely on promoting a microeconomic agenda aimed at the family-level that 

manages to break through electoral cycles and political opportunism. More than a simple public 

policy issue, this is a political economy deadlock. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

 

This research has sought to investigate the main determinants of savings and formal 

savings among Brazilian low-income households, specifically regarding beneficiaries of the 

BFP. Empirical results show that social and behavioral components tend to affect savings and 

formal savings to a larger extent when compared to purely economic factors.  

Among selected variables, the peer pressure enforced by relatives caused an increase of 

roughly one fifth in the respondent’s probability of saving, followed by his or her positive 

opinion on the importance of such practice. Education has also proved to have a significant 

potential especially for high school graduates, and the existence of a prior contact with financial 

institutions affected savings in a positive way as well. Surprisingly, income does not 

significantly increase the odds of saving formally, although it might stimulate informal savings 

in a relevant magnitude: the formal modality is not directly affected by the amount earned from 

work, but whether this amount comes from formal or informal jobs. 

Therefore, obtained results demonstrate that the challenge of tackling financial exclusion 

is not easily achieved by a single strategy, like granting beneficiaries more money. Instead, it 

must result from an articulation of many public initiatives and a strong social safety net. In this 

sense, the Brazilian government has multiple opportunities of benefiting from existing policies 

and from Caixa’s successful case in reaching out to low-income families, as well as developing 

new programs with higher degrees of inter-ministerial coordination. 

Limitations for this study include the lack of recent data on the financial habits of 

Brazilian low-income families, as well as the scarcity of similar studies addressing savings by 

the poor for the purpose of comparing results. Moreover, the apparent lack of data on banking 

correspondents at the municipal level for 2011 reduces the potential of drawing consistent 

inferences on the relevance of financial infrastructure, since correspondents act as substitutes 

to branches in many Brazilian communities and remote areas. At last, future research might 

explore other aspects possibly affecting formal savings in depht, such as transaction costs, 

behavioral biases, social networks interference, inter- and intra-regional inequalities, 

competition and regulation among banks, as well as many other topics.  

The main contribution of this research relies on filling an important gap in understanding 

the savings behavior among citizens living in the bottom of the Brazilian wealth pyramid, 

especially in relation to the beneficiaries of world’s largest CCT program. Overall, evidence 

suggests there is still a long path to be pursued in order to achieve the desirable degree of 
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inclusion. Fortunately, the Brazilian government already has a variety of available instruments 

to take the initial steps. 
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